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The National Archives is, in many respects, in a unique position. For example, I find people
from other organizations describing an archival medium as one which will last for three to
five years. At the National Archives, we deal with the centuries, not years. From our
perspective, there is no archival medium for data storage, and we do not expect there win ever
be one. Predicting the long-term future of information technology, beyond a mere five or ten
years, approaches the occult arts. But one prediction is probably safe. It is that the technology
will continue to change, at least until analysts start talking about the post-information age. If
we did have a medium which lasted a hundred years or longer, we probably would not have a
device capable of reading it.

The issue of obsolescence, as opposed to media stability, is more complex and more costly. It is
especially complex at the National Archives because of two other aspects of our peculiar
position. The first aspect is that we deal with incoherent data. The second is that we are
charged with satisfying unknown and unknowable requirements.

The data is incoherent because it comes from a wide range of independent sources; it covers
unrelated subjects; and it is organized and encoded in ways that not only do we not control but
often we do not know until we receive the data.

The sources are potentially any operation of the Federal Government, or its contractors. The
National Archives has been in the business of collecting digital data for two decades. The way
we get it is through our authority over all federal records. Under the Federal Records Act, no
agency of the Federal Government can destroy or alienate any Federal record without
authorization from the Archivist of the United States, who is the head of the National
Archives and Records Administration. Simplistically, the way it works is that agencies tell us
what records they have, and we tell them which ones they can destroy when they no longer need
them, and which ones must be preserved for posterity. (The definition of Federal record in the
law explicitly includes machine-readable files.)

Since 1972, we have reached agreements with agencies that provide for them to transfer to us,
and for us to preserve, data from 600 data collections. 573 of these are still active. From these
agreements, we have received over 10,000 data fries. The rate of transfer has increased
dramatically in the last two years: In fiscal year 1988, the National Archives received 167 data
files. So we are currently operating at eight times the volume of new fries we had years ago, and
we expect at least to double next year.

Those numbers are very encouraging, but the overall picture is rather bleak. If we look at an of
the data which was scheduled to arrive in the last twenty years, from those 600 data
collections, we have received less than 7% of the transfers which should have been made. We
recently completed development of a system to generate dunning letters to agencies who fail to
transfer data as scheduled, and to track each case to completion. But this system creates
additional problems. If I implement it as planned, on a government wide basis, we would need
to increase our capability to handle new fries, not by doubling current capacity, but by
increasing it more than six times. And to handle the backlog of data which should have come
in before now, I would need at least 10 times our current capacity.

The past gives us pause. But the future is a brave new world. At least it requires a degree of
bravura Just to glance in that direction. We have underway a study which is looking beyond the
600 data collections we have decided to preserve to see what else is out there. It is a study of
major federal databases being conducted by the National Academy of Public Administration
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(NAPA).This studyhas someinterestingexclusions.First of all,we told NAPAnot to bother
with systemsusedfor generichousekeepingfunctions, suchaspersonnel,payroll,procurement
and supply, becausethere is little likelihoodthat wewouldhaveany interest in preservingdata
from sucha system.Secondly,wetold themnot to lookat big science,becausethat is sucha
largeandcomplexareathat it deservesseparateattention. (Wehopeto engagein a projectwith
the NationalAcademyof Scienceson the preservationof scientificdata.) Thirdly, we told
NAPAnot to worry toomuch aboutdatabasesonPCs,simplybecausetheywouldneverfinish
theprojectif theytried to find all the interestingdatabasessitting on desktops.With those
limitations, NAPAhas identified over 10,000databases.

Obviously,that is far toobig anumberevenfor us to think about. SowegaveNAPAa set of
criteria for culling from the total inventorya subsetof thosedatabaseswith somelikelihood
that theNationalArchiveswouldbe interestedin preservingthem. Wethought wemightwind
up with a list of the 500most important databasesin the FederalGovernment,from an
archivalperspective.Thatlist would-po_uite a challengefor us, becauseit could practically
doublethe total numberof datacollectionsgeneratingdatathat wewant to preserve.The
subsetof500currentlyhasabout900members.

Thenext phaseof this study is to solicit advicefrom subjectareaexpertsaboutwhat datawe
shouldtry to preserve.NAPAhasorganizedfiveworkinggroups,with a total of 32 expertsin a
varietyof fields. Wearebringingthesepeopletogetherat the endofJuly for afour daymeeting
wheretheywill try to developsomecommonopinionson the longterm valueof the data.

Whichbringsmeback to the basicpoint here: whatwearedealingwith is incoherentdata. It
concernspracticallyany areain which the UnitedStatesGovernmentis involved,which is
practicallyanything. Thedatawealreadyhaverangesfrom dataabout tektiteson the ocean
floor to military operationsin time of war. It includescensusdataon populationand the
economy,dataonJapanese-Americaninterneesin WorldWar II, detaileddata on air traffic
andon stockand bondtransactions,and onmany,manyothersubjects. Thevarietyof
subjectscoveredis alsoincreasing.

Thedata is extremelydiversein content,but contentis oftenthe only thing weknow about the
datauntil it comes in. We know how many transfers are due, but most often we do not know
what the volume of data in a transfer will be, or how it will be organized, even at the physical
file level. For example, the fries which came in during the first six months of this fiscal year
ranged in size from 6 K to 1.4 gigabytes. The number of files in a transfer has ranged from one
to 400, and we expect some transfers in the next few years will contain thousands of fries.

One thing we do know about the data before it arrives is its logical structure: everything we
receive is in fiat file format, because we require it to come in that form. however, we realize
that this requirement is unreasonable and unrealistic in many cases. We are working to
expand the range of formats we will accept to include relational tables. We expect to change our
regulation to that effect by the end of this year. We know that, when we do that, it will be only
one of many steps we will have to take in a Journey with no foreseeable end.

That is a brief overview of one aspect of the unique situation of the National Archives. The
second aspect is that we are charged with satisfying unknown and unknowable requirements.

NARA's mission to preserve and provide access to records with enduring value makes NARA, in
effect, the agent of generations yet unborn. What differentiates this agency from other parts of
the government is the unique responsibility NARA has to serve the information needs of the
distant future. This responsibility is fundamental to the very essence of the National Archives
as keeper of the Nation's memory.

NARA's responsibility to the future places us in a perpetual quandary: we must devote
ourselves to serving needs which we cannot know. We cannot know the questions the future
will ask of its past, nor how future researchers will go about answering these questions. We
must assume, however, that the information technology which will be available in the future --
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- evenin the verynearfuture --- will bemorepowerfulandmoreflexible than what is available
today. Information processingproblemswhich todayare difficult and costly, if not impossible
to solvewill becomeassimpleasgettinga computerto print out narrative in paragraphform.
(Ashort 20yearsagothat wasbeyondstateof the art.)

Alongwith the technology,analytic toolswill continue to improve: therewill be further
developmentsaspowerfulas the mathematicsofchaoswhich will helpresearchersto
understandthingswhich todayappearto defyreason. Wecanalsoassumethat eventswill
happenin thefuture, which will beasthreateningasthe depletionof atmosphericozone,or as
excitingas OperationDesertStorm,or ascommonplaceas the passingofgenerations,which
will makefuture userswant to gobackto reexaminethe recordsof the past.



EVENING SESSION

(8:30 p.m.)

DR HARIHARAN: Ladies and gentlemen, it is my pleasure again to introduce Dr.
Mallinson, who will be giving us a talk about his reminiscences in the field of magnetic
recording over the last 40 years.

{Laughter)

DR. HARIHARAN: Dr. Mallinson has an M.A. Degree in Natural Philosophy in Physics
from University College in Oxford, England. And he Joined the Ampex Company in
Harrisburg. Pennsylvania in 1954 to work on the theory and design of magnetic lodging
elements.

In 1962, he Joined Ampex Corporation in Redwood City, California, where he held
many positions concerned with the understanding and development of magnetic recording
systems. From 1976 to 1978, as Manager of Hybrid Magnetic Recording in the Data Systems
Division, he was concerned with the initial design of the 750 MBS digital recorder.

From 1978 to 1984. he supervised the Magnetic Recordin_g Technology Department
Multidisciplinary Group, working in magnetic recording theory, high density head
fabrication, coding and communication theory, and the exploration of advanced concepts in
various areas of recording. In 1984, he was appointed as the Founding Director of the Center
for Magnetic Recording Research at the University of California, San Diego. Since 1990, he has
been the President of Mallinson Magnetics, Inc. He has published over 60 papers on a wide
variety of topics in magnetic recording.

Dr. Mallinson was an IEEE MagneUc Society Distinguished Lecturer in 1983. In 1984.
he was awarded the Alexander M. Poniatoff award, named after the founder of Ampex
Corporation, an award for leadership in the theory and practice of magnetic recording. Dr.
Mallinson?

(Applause)
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BANQUET PRESENTATION

Professor John C. Mallinson

DR. MALLINSON: Thank you, Hari I've given a great deal of thought to what I should say
to you this evening. Options ranged from telling you a number of risque Jokes; but I realize that
I have, in fact, been Invited to give some remIniscences on--it's not a 40-year career; I'm not
that old --

(Laughter)

DR. MALLINSON: But I have had a career sInce 1962 In magnetic recording. The most

important of those years, I thInk, were the years at the Ampex Corporation; I was there for 24
years.

So, basically, what I'm going to talk about is some reflections on 24 years at Ampex.

First of all, I want to tell you that I think in the field of magnetic recording research and
development, Ampex Corporation has very, very few equals. I won't list for you all the things
that Ampex has developed; but most prominent amongst them is surely the invention of video
tape recording.
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DR.MALLINSON:Thereis apicture ofAlexM.Poniatoff,the founderof Ampex,
standingbesidea videorecorder. AlexM.Poniatoffhiredme in 1962tojoin theAmpex
Corporation,andwehit it off togetheralmostimmediatelybecause I wasa pilot in the British
RoyalAir Forceand still am a pilot, AlexM, Poniatoffwasa pilot in the RussianAir Forcein
1919.

And I will recount for you onestory ofAlexM.Poniatoff,andyou shouldJust think
aboutthis story while looking at Poniatoffwhenhe is 76yearsof agethere.

In 1919,AlexM. Poniatoffwasa Captainin theRussianAir Force. Hewasflying a
woodensix-enginedaircraft; I'm not surewhat it was. Let'scall it a Sigorsky;and theywere
flying it off somelake somewherein Russia.

Andoneday,hewentout to the lakeand noticedthat thered flagwasflying;and he
knew,asa goodCaptainin theRussianAlr Force,that that meantthat the commanding officer
had decided that today the water was too rough for flying.

But Alex M. Poniatoff thought otherwise, as a young 'Turk, " as they say, in the Russian
Air Force. He gathered up his copilot and his engineer, and they commanded someone to row
them out to the flying boat; and they fired up the engines, turned it into the wind, and
commenced the take-off run.

But I am not telling this story anywhere near as funny as he told the story; but long
before the thing even got on the stack, before it even started showing any signs of becoming
airborne, this wooden flying boat disintegrated. It broke up.

And shortly thereafter, he found himself in this icy cold water, calling out for his
copilot and his engineer; and they all swam to each other and must have thought: What the hell
are we going to do now?

And they noticed another small boat; this time it was a motor boat coming out, with
their commanding officer in it. And he told me this hilarious story about what the
commanding officer had to say about him; it was the end of his career flying the flying boats in
the Russian Air Force.

So, that is Alex M. Poniatoff standing in front of the first Ampex video recorder in
1956. The video recorder is that unit; that unit weighed I, I00 pounds. And behind him is this
cabinet which had 275 vacuum tubes in it; that was the electronics of the thing.

A reel of tape on that machine was 12 inches in diameter, 2 inch tape, and it recorded
black and white television--NTSC television--for one hour. That was in 1956.

Before 1970, people had decided to use this video recorder for recording digital

information; and such a reel of tape held 30 times 109 bits of information. I'll try and stick
with bits all the time. Video people talk bits: computer people call big bits bytes.

They had 30 times 109, 30 gigabytes, of data on it. And Ampex at that time, as was

mentioned in the session today, started selling a system called the Terabit Memory, the I012
bit memory. A 1012 bit memory had no less than 32 of those units.

And basically, what I'm going to talk about-- after some remarks--Is how the evolution

of recording since, say, 1960 to 1990, over the last 30 years, has resulted in much more compact
ways of recording 1012 bits of information.

i

At that time at Ampex, when these terabit systems were being made, with their 32
transports and their four Philco computers controlling them, we used to laugh at the idea of a
terabit in a drawer; it was a Joke. Well, a terabit in a drawer is now something which is
available to everyone. I will show you a foil of it later on.
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Ratherthan showfoils all the time, which wouldjust makeIt into a technical talk, I
thoughtI wouldJust plain talk to youabout oneof my major reflectionsat Ampex;andthat is
how it is that everytwoor three,perhapseveryfive,yearsit wasperceived,though, that there
wassomeimportant threat to the dominanceof magneticrecording.And I'm afraid to tell you
that that still goeson today,this notion that thereis somethingaround that is goingto
displacemagneticrecording.

After30 or 40yearsof it, I very,verymuchdoubt it, but I amgettingaheadof myself.

The first thing that came along in the early 1960s, probably because so many of the
Ampex engineers were involved in television and television revolves around cathode ray tubes-
-TV tubes--the notion came up that an electron beam recorder would be the best thing. It would
be the answer to the maiden's prayer.

And Ampex, in the early 1960s, made electron beam recorders. The electron beam
recorders recorded on photographic film that was specially made for us by Kodak; the track
following servo was done by wobbling the electron beam, the dithering method of track
following and observing scintillations of the scintillator coating on the back of the
photographic film.

It recorded 100 megahertz analog bandwidth, which supported two 30 megabit per
second channels. It was considered to be something wonderful in 1960 because the terabit
memory was only about 5 megabits per second per channel, and this electron beam recorder
had two 30 megabit per second channels.

What was wrong with the electron beam recorder like that? First of a11, everything had
to be done in a vacuum. Electron beams don't go too far in the air.

Secondly, it used photographic film, which had to be taken out of the vacuum and
developed and put back in the vacuum to play back.

And thirdly, it was an enormously large machine. The electron column on it looked
like a regular electron microscope. It was about 8 feet tall; and in fact, the customer for the
electron beam recorder, the U.S. Alr Force, found it necessary to increase the size of the cargo
hatch of the C-130 at the time. It just wouldn't go in.

So, that was one of the things that had us all abuzz. Electron beam recording was going
to solve all the problems. In retrospect, it's hard to know why people were so naive to think

such a thing as that.

Shortly thereafter, a company was started in Boston; one of the principals, Dennis
Speliotis, is here. It was called Macrobit. Macrobit had a similar notion that they were going to
use electron beams to record on silicon wafers. Single crystal silicon had more or less just
become available in the mid-1960s, and their notion was basically to lay out
photolithographically little capacitors on a silicon wafer--tell me if I'm wrong, Dennis.

They were going to lay out little capacitors on a one-inch square, or maybe a one-and-a-
half inch square, single silicon wafer; and it would have a capacity of about 10 megabits. And
that one failed, I believe, because 10 megabits is a ridiculously small capacity.

At least at Ampex, it was realized that since Ampex's principal business was recording
massive amounts of analog signals or data, 10 megabits was just too small a module to be of
interest.

So, electron beam recording on silicon disappeared.
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Therewasalsoa slight cautionarytale aboutthat microbit memoryin that its capacity
did not exactlymatchthe then-IBMdisk drives. TheIBMdiskdrivesof the periodwere3330s;
and the Macrobitmemoryhad somethinglike 7 percentmorecapacitythan a single3330,
which in somesphereswas its deathknell becauseit's onething to saythat wewill havean
excesscapacityin somememorydevice;and ffwe don't needto useall of that, wewill just fill it
in with garbage--youknow,we'lljust add noise,randoml's andO's.

It is onething to saythat; it is altogetheranotherthing to find somesoftwareengineers
or somepeoplewhowill do that. So,there'sanotherlessonto be learned.

Thetwomain reasonsfor electronbeamrecordingwere,of course,that you coulddo the
recordingwithout touchingthe medium. Touchingthemediumor not touchingthe medium
wasconsideredto beanextremelyimportant fact;andthat, in turn, led to the ideathat there
shouldbe optical recordersof onekind or another.

I hateto think howmuch moneythe AmpexCorporation dumped into optical
recording. Magneto-optical recording, which has been talked about this moming by the man
from AIphatronix, is in its third--what's the right word?--life at the moment.

Originally, in the 1960s, the first life--the first period--of magneto-optical recording
was being done on manganese bismuth; that was the material. You had to put in an awful lot of
power on the manganese bismuth to heat it up to its Curie temperature of 4000 or 350 °
centigrade.

And then, the material basically failed because, after repeated cycles to that high
temperature, it changed phase; and the Curie temperature changed. It was unstable material; it
would not stand indefinite recycling from room temperatures up to 4000 centigrade.

Now, the second phase of magneto-optic recording led by Big Blue, was of course the
Europium oxide run, which had terrible trouble that its compensation temperature was at
liquid nitrogen temperatures. It failed. And the current one, which is iron cobalt--some rare
earth--usually terbium--may or may not make it. Mr. Freese this morning said it would make
it in a "niche" market; and I think that's about the right way to think about it.

What was the perception at Ampex of magneto-optic recording? Why, it was that Ampex
should go ahead and make a magneto-optic tape recorder. And in 1966, there were shipped to
the U.S. Navy no less than five magneto-optic tape recorders.

These tape recorders had 2 inch wide tape in them; the recording was transverse scan,
just like the quad video machines. The transverse scan was done with a rotating polygonal
mirror that was going round at 14,400 rpm, just the same speed as the quad drums. They were
writing on a hard magnetic film with a permalloy overlayer and the readout scheme supported
a data rate of 10 megabits per second.

We should have been smarter at that time to realize that this was in the mid- 1960s; 10
megabits per second was already much slower than magnetic recorders were going in the mid-
1960s.

But nevertheless, the hope persists in the human animal that there will be some other
technology that will get you out of your perceived present problems.

The magneto-optic recorder was expensive; and I forgot to mention that, at that time in
optical recording,there were no gallium arsenide solid-state diode lasersaround. The lasers
were all helium-neon gas lasers; and the gas lasers in this magneto-optic recorders shipped to
the Navy were fully 24 inches long--helium-neon gas lasers. So, that failed.
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I wouldsaythat basicallythe principal reasonit failedwas that it had material
problems;and in particular, it had materialproblemswhereit wasnot possibleto getmore
than 10megabitsperseconddataratethroughit.

And that, I believe,is a persistentproblemthat is relatedwith magneto-opticrecording
throughoutall of its history including today. It is hard to gethigh datarates. So,it is a
questionto dowith signal-to-noiseratio, which wedon't haveto go into.

50 megabitspersecondtodayis considereda high dataratefor magneto-opticrecording
of any kind.

At the sametime, or shortly afterwe realizedthat the magneto-opticrecorderwasnot
quite the right way to go, therewaswork undertakenin WORM,lasermeltingor oblatingof
somematerial like tantalum. It wasveryrapidly discoveredthat --

You know, the initial discovery phase of all of these endeavors is very exciting and goes
very rapidly; and it is only later that we realize that you haven't got anything worthwhile.

In the case of the laser oblating, the pure WORM optical disk, it was very rapidly
discovered that the laws of diffraction--Lord Rayleigh's laws of diffraction--do not apply in the
writing phase. The writing phase is highly nonlinear. There is nothing that Lord Rayleigh
ever said that precludes you from recording, say, one-tenth micron spots or 500 Angstrom
spots.

And if you look back in the literature, in a Journal called SP/_, the Society of
Photographic and Instrumentation Engineers, you'll find papers from good old Ampex about
recording 500 angstrom diameter holes which corresponded to an area density of nearly 1010
bits to the square inch.

The hooker comes when you realize that what Rayleigh's diffraction limit--the area of
the spot on the disk and all of that diffraction stuff--applies with a vengeance on playback. You
can't ignore it on playback.

And the Airy disk is Just like the gap loss function in magnetic recording. The only way
to make the gap loss function in magnetic recording smaller or shorter is to make smaller
gaps. The only way to make the area disk smaller in optical recording is either to think about
numerical apertures that are ridiculous, more than unity, or go to shorter and shorter
wavelengths.

At that time, using gas lasers, short wavelengths were available; and so, there were
experiments done with blue lasers. And that possibility doesn't seem to be on at the moment
with gallium arsenide. Gallium arsenide has an energy gap of about one electron volt, and that
means it puts out photons that are around 8,000 Angstroms in wavelength--800 nanometers.

And there are not many semiconductor materials with larger energy gaps than that. A
blue one at 4,000 Angstroms would need a 2 volt energy gap for instance.

So, we worked on WORMs. The basic trouble with a WORM is that it's a small module. A
WORM disk of reasonable diameter, 6 inches or 8 inches in diameter, is only going to hold a

gigabyte or so of data.

In the framework of Ampex thinking, that is nothing. That won't support digital video
for very long at all. Digital video recording--the standards for it--were beginning to be set in
the late 1970s; and Ampex, in fact, made the world's first digital video recorder.

It was a parallel access disk recorder, and it ran at 84 megabits per second. It was a
composite video being sampled at four times the color subcarrier.
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Andso, it was realizedthat makingaWORMdisk, an opticaldisk,with perhaps I0 I0
bits of information,wasn'tgoingto supportvideofor very long.So,that wascanned.

TheROMs,the CD-ROMs,andthe audiocompact disk were never considered at Ampex
because they are best regarded as a publication means. They are Just a replication; it's a way of
pressing disks to circulate information.

More or less at the same time, another pervasive idea in optical recording came up,
which is still going to this day. There is a well-known laboratory in Texas that is still
promoting the idea of doing holographic optical recording in three dimensions on crystals.

Ampex, of course, worked in that; the crystal, as always, was strontium niobate or lead
niobate.

And I could go on for some time, if I wanted to make it a technical talk, about what's
wrong with that idea. One of the things that is wrong with this holographic thing is that it
depends on extreme mechanical precision in doing the optics.

It is not for nothing that when you go into an optic lab that you see everything is being
done on granite blocks that are on air-bearing legs, and it's in an air- conditioned room.
Holography works Just fine, sending multiple beams through objectives. Lord knows in a
telescope, or in this thing, whatever number you want to say, I'll agree with it. A million beams
go through that lens.

But keeping them all in focus, keeping them all in the relative positions correctly,
requires a dimensional stability and a vibration-free environment that makes it unlikely that
it will work in any condition other than an optical bench in an air-conditioned room.

I'll tell you a little Joke about optical recording because after-dinner speakers are
supposed to tell jokes. It was told to me by a Dutchman, and the joke goes:

Do you know how you make a small fortune in optical recording? The answer is: You
are either Edward Rothschild, who every year teaches courses with names like technology
opportunity conference or something, or else you start with a large fortune --

(Laughter)

DR. MALLINSON: And that is exactly the way it has been in optical recording. Ask
Schlumberger, ask Honeywell, ask Storage Technology.

So, what have I got left? I_-e got up there to about the mid-1970s; magneto-optic
recording is coming around again in this third reincarnation in the oxide phase. Bubbles
started to appear in the mid-1970s. Bubbles were, in my opinion, a loss leader right from the
very beginning. The claim made by Andrew Bobeck of bubbles was that you would be able to get
one million bubbles to the square inch and shift them at one million shifts per second.

Unfortunately, to do that, you had to have an entirely new material, a garnet substrate;
but all my materials scientist friends told me it was going to be considerably more expensive to
make than a silicon single crystal. That's overlooking the fact that single crystal silicon
substrates were already available.

And then, if you looked at the structures that were involved in bubble recording, they
were considerably more complicated; more area was required per bit cell. And bubbles have
never gone anywhere.

There are still Japanese companies working on bubbles; I believe Hitachi still works on
it. We at Ampex had a large bubble program because it was imagined, incorrectly, that bubbles
were somehow going to do something for recording.
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It's this constantnotion that there is somethingthere--somenew technology--that
hasn'tbeenthoughtthroughverycarefully;but it's new--new,new,new. Newis the nameof the
gamein research. That it woulddosomethingthat semiconductorshad notmanagedto do. I
answereda questionthis morningaboutsemiconductormemory;andbelieveit or not, good
old, long-sufferingAmpexhad a semiconductordivision downin SantaMonicain the L.A.
Basin,and it wasdedicatedto trying to makea semiconductormemory.

And for thoseofyou whoweren'tthere this morning, the basictroublewith
semiconductormemoriesis that thereseemsto benochancethat they aregoingto everbe
economically worthwhile.

Magneticrecording,overthe last30 or 40years,hascontinuedto doublein density
everytwo or twoand a half years.

I put forwardthe viewthis morningthat themain reasonthat it wasgrowingat that
rate for sucha longperiodof timewas that that wasthe rate at which theelectronicsindustry
or the computerperipheralsindustry couldaccepttechnologicalchange.

It just so happens that, apart from glitches to do with the dumping of semiconductors
from you know where, the semiconductor industry has been doubling in density. They like to
say every two years. In other words, it is following just about the same slope.

A gigabyte of semiconductor memory at the moment costs you $500,000. A gigabit of
magnetic memory in hard disk costs you $1,000. So, there is a 500 to I differential in price;
and the two technologies are advancing down the same sort of maturity curve.

If you take literally the slight differences in slope, then you come to the conclusion that
they will reach equality in price in the year 2007. Now, that assumes that semiconductor
technology can continue to advance in density at its current rate and so can magnetic.

In semiconductor technology, there seem to be some enormous barriers to do with good
old diffraction of light coming up. Once you get down to quarter micron lines, it seems unlikely
that even ultraviolet extreme blue light diffraction will do it. And you will have to go to X-ray
lithography.

So, I don't believe that for a long time the semiconductor is going to be a threat to
magnetic recording. It took Ampex a long time to work that out.

What in fact has happened, looking back with 20/20 hindsight--a retrospective look at
things--is that every time there has been some advance in LSI, LSI has become larger, cheaper,
denser, whatever the criterion is that you like to use--what has happened is that it has enabled
some other form of recording to move to a higher level of performance.

At the Ampex Corporation, not only were rotary head video recorders invented in 1956,
but helical scan recorders were invented two years later, in 1958. The helical scan recorder was
invented because it had a long enough swipe down the length of the tape to get one whole
television frame in--field--I beg your pardon.

Unfortunately, the time base errors of the head tape interface were much too high to be
handled by the time base correctors that were in the early quad machines. The early quad
machines--the very first ones--had mercury delay lines. The later ones had quartz crystals,
where the delay time was changed by altering the voltage--the piezoelectric delay lines.

And that could not be used for the large timing errors in a long helical scan. Helical
scan machines languished in the lab as an idle curiosity for almost five years, until, all of a
sudden, I forget whether it was 8K or 16K DRAMs came along, that suddenly made it possible to
do the time base correction digitally.
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So,it wassilicon technologythat enabledhelicalmachinesto be useful. Likewise,in an
opticaldisk at the moment--takethe audio compact disk--the raw bit error rate coming off the
disk, meeting the Philips or the manufacturing specification, is 1 byte--I shouldn't say byte; I
promised I wouldn't say byte--let's say 1 bit error in 1,000, I in 103, I in 104. In order to get the

error rate satisfactory for audio, which is I in 1010, which is one uncorrected bit in left/right
stereo per hour. Large-scale integration error detection and correction Reed-Solomon and
coding is used.

And just like in the RDAT, the rotary digital audio transport, so it is in the order of
audio compact disk and the CD-ROM, that at any instant in tlme, no less than 64,000 bits of
data are coming through the electronics, In transit, being corrected. This is doing the whole
Reed-Solomon and coding buslness--you know, working out the syndrome, making the
corrections, and all of that, doing those polynomial divisions.

And I would submit that there is another example: the audio compact disk, CD-ROM, the

RDAT, rotary digital audio transport, are three machines which could not exist without large-
scale integration of silicon.

While I was still working at the University of California at San Diego, people would
repeatedly ask me-- the Chancellor and people like that; he was a psychologist of some kind; he
can be forgiven for asking a question like this--but the question was repeated by other people,
too. It is: When will silicon memory displace magnetic recording?

And I think the answer is clear from history. It will never do it. What will happen, as

tlme goes on, is that the silicon memories that people use will get larger and larger and larger.
If they are a megabit now, they will be I0 megabits in 1995 and I00 megabits in the year 2000.

Meanwhile, the recorder itself will have continued to increase in capacity. So, if floppy
disks hold a megabit now, 1 megabit floppy disks won't exist ten years from now. They will all
be silicon devices. Floppy disks will have moved up to 100 megabits and so on.

So, from the point of view of a recording person like me, I regard silicon technology as
Just being an enabling technology; it makes things possible.

So, that has finished, I think, all my discussion of the various threats that were
thought. I_e talked about electron beam recording of two kinds, optical recording of three
kinds, including a magneto-optic tape recorder. I've talked about bubbles; I've talked about
semiconductor memories, all of which must have cost Ampex an enormous amount of money
and for which there is basically nothing to show.

And basically in the whole recording industry, there is almost nothing to show. It
really is true--that sick Joke--about starting off with a large fortune.

I want to just finish by telling you Just a quick snapshot, Just four foils about what has
happened in recording.

(Showing of viewgraphs)

DR. MALLINSON: The most important thing that has happene d since Mr. Poniatoffs

day, 1956, is that the density of magnetic particles has increased enormously.

And on the top left here is a 1956 Ampex tape; and this is a 1966 Ampex tape, a 1976
tape, and a 1986 tape. It is pure g-Ferric oxide, more pure g-Ferric oxide, Cobalt-doped g-Ferric
oxide, and metal particles. And there is a I micron marker down here, but you hardly need to
see that. It's perfectly evident to you that something very, very dramatic has happened over
that 30 year period in magnetic recording.
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Thedensityofparticles in this iron particle tapeis just 1,000timeshigher than it was
in the 1956tape. Youmight ask: Well,whycouldn'tAmpexjust Jumpto that immediately?
Theansweris that it is not makingsmall particlesthat's difficult; it is formulating them,
mixing them in the binder system,gettingthem uniformly dispersed--that'sthe difficult part.
It seemsto takea longtime.

Whenyou havea recordingmediumlike that--and metal particle tape in my view,was
the tapeofthe 1980s--justasmetalevaporatedtapewill bethe tapeofthe 1990s--witha tape
like that with 1,000timesmoreparticlesperunit volume,youget--ifyou are talking signal-to-
noisepowerratios--Just1,000timesthe signal-to-noiseratio.

That means,track-width for track-width,wavelengthfor wavelength,1,000times the
signal-to-noisepowerratio, 30 dB signal-to-noiseratio.

(Changeof viewgraph)

DR.MALLINSON:Waysof usingthat. Forinstance,the D-2machine,to showyou that
it reallyexists;someofyouhearddiscussiontodayaboutD-1andD- 2. But therearetwodigital
recordingstandardsat themoment.

TheD-2,which this is, takesthe compositesignal--that'sthemixture of all the red-
blue-green,ffyou will--and digitizesthewholething at once;and a D-2machinelike this
recordsthat around 148megabitspersecond.

TheD-1machineseparatesout thecomponents--thered/blue/green, if you will--and
digitizeseachseparately.And consequently, it requires a higher data rate; the data rate is 216
megabits per second.

So, there are two digital video recorders being made and in production in the world
today: the D-1, which including overhead and eight audio channels and all of that, is 250
megabits per second; and the D-2 is 150 in this country and 160-something in Europe.

It's a rack-wired machine. The slot at the bottom takes cassettes.

(Change of viewgraph)

DR. MALLINSON: And the cassettes are called, not unreasonably, the large, the
medium, and the small. I've got the dimensions on them there.

Let's look at the large one. It's 421 millimeters by whatever it is. It records for 3.5
hours-- 210 minutes--soaking up in Europe at 164 megabits per second. At the end of that 3.5
hours, it will have recorded 2 times 1012 bits. So, there is 2 terabits there.

A cartridge like that is rather like two VHS cassettes put side by side. So, if Mr.
Poniatoff was still around, I would tell him: Look, Alex, we really have got the TV end in a
drawer now. Now, we have this drawer; and you can put in probably five or six of those. You
can have close to 1014 bits.

It is also interesting since we have been talking about alternative technologies to
realize that one of those cartridges that costs about $500.00--I'm sorry; they are called
cassettes, not cartridges--has the same capacity as 30 IBM 3380 mainframe disk systems. And
the mainframe disk systems cost $100,000 apiece.

It is also equivalent in capacity to 40 two-sided 14 inch optical disks, which shows what
I was saying earlier on about Ampex deciding that optical disks didn't have any future for a
really high data rate or really large data storage is true.
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That D-2 is, in fact, I believe--and if anyone disagrees me, I would like to hear-'it is the
largest digital store, single module digital store, available in the world today; it is 2 terabits of
data.

(Change of viewgraph)

DR. MALLINSON: And Just to show that I am not terribly prejudiced, here is another
development in rotary head machines, television recorders. This is Sony's experimental
digital hlgh-definitlon TV recorder.

The simplest way to think about high-definition television is to think that it requires
about five times the number of bits per frame as a regular television. Regular TV means about 3
megabits per frame; HDTV is about 30 megabits per frame.

Another way of thinking about HDTV is that it is rather like high resolution computer
graphics that you might find on some work station, except the difference is that in TV you,ve
got to put up an image, 30 of them per second. And the data rate with a recorder like this has to
record is I, I00 megabits per second, 1. l gigabits per second. And it is achieved; it is a rotary
head machine. There is a ro/ary head hidden under there.

In this particular machine, which was made in 1984--it's not new technology by any
means--it was achieved with six heads. So, each one of the heads contacting the tape was
running at something like 180 or 190 megabits per second.

When I left Ampex in 1984, it was considered conservative practice in the design of
machines to run at 80 megablts per second. This is higher--190. If you ask me what's the
world's record at the moment in the published literature for a magnetic head, actually writing
and playing back, it is a mind-blowing 300 megabits per second. So, I think Ampex was right
in its decision; there was no other techno!ogy that was going to achieve such high data rates as
magnetic recording.

A recorder like this records HDTV at 1,100 megabits per second for one hour; and the
capacity, when you've finished, of these 12 inch reels is--it says at the bottom--4.5 terabits,
which is equivalent to I00 two-sided 14 inch optical disks.

heads.
The race is on in all the recording companies these days to try and reduce the number of
It would be nice to get the number of heads down to four, for instance, not six.

So, that's enough for the foils.

The conclusion I want you to draw is that ! told you the story about 25 years o£ R&D in
the Ampex Corporation and a great deal of money and time and very skilled people's efforts
were spent on activities which led nowhere. They did not lead to the goal of having extremely
large databases to be accessed at extremely high data rates.

And I think that is the end of my talk. Thank you for your attention.

(Applause)

DR. MALLINSON: Questions.'?

PARTICIPANT: Do you remember -- (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: No.

PARTICIPANT: It was a holographic computer memory.
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4.2.2 DIGITAL COMPONENT HDTV RECORDER

SONY HDD-1000 (Prototype only)

SONY

27 "

Sampling rates are: 74:27:27 x 106 sample/sec

Video bit rate is ii00 + o/h Mbs

8 digital audio (48/16) channels also recorded (2 Mbs/channel)

Gross bit rate: about 1200 Mbs

Playing time: 63 minutes

Capacity: 4.5 1012 bits (i00 x 14" optical discs)
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DR. MALLINSON: No.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: It was a scan?

PARTICIPANT: Yes. It was in Time magazine. (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: No, no. I don't recall that.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: You know, that has to limit the time one talks. I could talk for hours
about this; I find it fascinating. And I would like to be able to say a few things about what you
are supposed to leam from all this. Well, I suppose the things that you can learn from this is--
and my remarks are just to do with tape recording--the goal of the Ampex Corporation is to
record enormous databases, terabit databases, and access them at glgabit per second rates.

I think the message is that nothing will displace magnetic recording unless it is
extremely simple; magnetic recording is done on a simple, chemically stable, featureless
medium, it's cheap to make, it's cheap to implement.

I read all the excitement there is today about scanning tunneling microscopes; lo and
behold, IBM can write IBM in some--do you remember what it was? Lithium or something?
Xenon. It is evaporated away as soon as they let the temperature go up.

Then, the question is: Is there any reason to think that the very extreme high
resolution of scanning tunneling microscopy--atomic resolution--will ever turn out to be a
useful recording device? I think not.

Another one is atomic force microscopy, where you have a little magnetic tip that you
measure the magnetic force over some substrate by vibrating it with a piezoelectric element
and all of that. I think that one is even less likely to be a high density, fast access memory. In
fact, I would add to the list of requirements that not only must the medium be cheap and
featureless and stable, but there must be the requirement that you must be able to read every bit
in at least 10 nanoseconds because 10 nanoseconds corresponds to 100 megabits per second.

And in fact, since all these magnetic recorders operate at that rate, and the 300 megabits
per second I was talking about is only 3 nanoseconds to read each bit, a prerequirement really
ought to be that you can read everything in just a few nanoseconds.

And then, there is the question of access time. Is there a way of accessing large
distances? And is there a way of increasing the size of the recording medium to almost
indefinitely large areas?

Questions like that, in atomic tunneling microscopy and atomic force microscopy, that
I have found wanting.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: What I'm hearing is set s_e and tape height.

PARTICIPANT: Set size and tape height -- (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: Cassette size?

PARTICIPANT: Yes. Real size -- (Inaudible)
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PARTICIPANT:What'sthe differencein tensionon thevarious sizesof cartridgesthat
youdisplayed?And howdoesthat affect-- (inaudible)

DR.MALLINSON:I hardly knowhowto answer. I mean,a standardtapeis about a
poundper inch of width, othersarehalf-inch; andit is expectedin videotape recorderswhere
thetapecontactstheheadthat theheadshallbewearingdownat therate of about I0 microns
perhour.

So,it's expectedthat thewear-outtimeofthe headwill beabout2,000hours.

Anda remarkaboutcassettesmayinterestyou.Thereis not a singlecassettemade--the
D-1, theD-2, the 8 millimeter, theVHS,the late lamentedBetamax--thatevenachieves20
percentvolumepackingefficiencyof the enclosure.

So,in orderto havethat conveniencein magneticrecordingin the cassette,which is
simplythe conveniencethat youcanstick the thing in and pull it out at any time, you have
givenup a factorof 5 in volumepackingdensity. 80percentofthe spaceinsidethe cassetteis
space,and theyarestill by far the highestvolumetricpackingfactordevicesin the world.With
regardto anotherpart ofyour question,I forgotto mentionthat it's funny that weusedto beso
worriedaboutthe tapecontactingtheheadbecauseanyvideotapenow--evengoingby aVHS
tape--tomeetthe specificationsfor VHStape, it must standonehour of still framing,which is
somethinglike 50,000sequentialpassesof theheadon the sametrack, without any
measurablechange.

Andmanyof themwill run for 10hours.

PARTICIPANT:I havea questionabouttradeoffbetweenarealdensity and the number
of read-- (Inaudible)

DR.MALLINSON:Thereis nothingspecificallyabout ID-1. I wouldbevery surprisedff
any tapeshowedanydeteriorationin 100reads. I'd evenbesurprisedif it didn't goto 1,000
reads.

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

DR.MALLINSON:I'm missingoneword--theprojectionon the particle size?

PARTICIPANT:Yes.

PARTICIPANT:Couldyou repeatthe question,please?

DR.MALLINSON:I think the questionis: Do I haveanyideaof projectionsof the
particlesize?With iron particlesthat arein maybeRDATandD-2 at the moment,theyare
around1,200Angstromslongandabout200Angstromswide. And it's interestingabout that
200Angstroms,incidentally,becauseI saidthis morningthat variousphysicistshavecomeup
with the ideathat theremust beaquantummechanicallimit to recordingdensity.

Andmy usual stockwayis tellingyou theway to think aboutit somemoreis to tell
themthat in a singleiron particle,280AngstromsIn diameter,the flux flow is preciselyone
fluxon. Fluxons-- quantizedmagnetismhassomethingto dowith superconductingsystems,
not regularsystems.

So,theyare1,200by 200,and theywill getsmallernodoubt in the contactduplicating
versionsof DATtape. Theparticlesizeis 800 angstromslong.

In the metallic thin films, the stuff I was talking about this morning, the metallic
grainsare2 microinchesby 2 microinches,500 angstromsby 500.
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Therearemediaaroundat the momentwhich havea factorof 10higherpacking
densitythan the iron particletape. That's thenameof the gamewith media;that's all you're
doing. Raisingthe coerciveforceis a pain in the neck. It meansmorecurrenthas to go into the
head;the mediummust saturate;andwhowantsfour timesor fivetimesthecoerciveforceand
25 timesthe recordingpower?

Theonlyreasonyou needit is to usesmallerparticlesandgethighersignal-to-nolse
ratios Any morequestions?

{Noresponse)

DR.MALLINSON:Thankyou.

*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1992-627-150/60015
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